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Introduction

Questions concerning the financial interests held by chief executive officers (CEOs)
and boards of directors in the firms they serve has been a continuing topic of discussion
and debate in the corporate governance literature (e.g., [26], [27]). It has been sug
gested, for example, that in order to ameliorate the costs associated with self-inter
ested behavior on the part of management and board members, which is not necessar
ily isomorphic with that of shareholders, these individuals should be required to own
substantial portions of the firm's stock ([3], [8], [25]). When these individuals pos
sess significant personal financial interests in the firm, they are less prone to act op
portunistically or behave apathetically with respect to firm performance, and are more
prone to take an active interest in the financial well-being of the firm. Moreover, such
equity interests may act to more closely align the objectives of corporate officers, board
members, and shareholders.

Agency theory, for example, would suggest that the level of equity interest which
individuals hold will directly influence the degree to which they are subject to self
interested behavior, as opposed to firm-interested behavior [24]. The owner-entrepre
nem, for example, will strive for profit maximization since firm profits accrue directly
to this individual [30]. When organizational agents hold only a minor equity position
in the firm, however, this incentive may be lacking, necessitating an increase in the
monitoring of managerial actions [3]. Without monitoring mechanisms, the financial
impact of poor decisions is borne by shareholders who are unable to directly sanction
those making organizational decisions. Presumably, when the fmancial impact of or
ganizational actions directly affects the financial status of those making the decisions,
less monitoring will be necessary as organizational decision makers seek to improve
firm performance to their direct fmancial benefit

Legally, the board of directors is mandated to perform this monitoring function
with respect to :firm management, including the CEO [31]. As a governance body,
the board has a fiduciary duty to protect shareholder interests. Moreover, the board
is created to safeguard shareholders' interests from being exposed to excessive amounts
of risk [52]. Unfortunately, boards are often negligent in this function. Many aities
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of boards of directors charge tha~ despite their legal responsibility to attend to the
interests of the owners of the corporation (shareholders), directors seem unwilling or
unable to challenge or constrain inappropriate managerial action ([16], [21], [37], [48]).

In response to the lack of careful monitoring, Kesner and Johnson [28] have rec
ommended that directors become increasingly more active in corporate affairs. In theory,
director ownership of the firm's stock should be accompanied by an increased incen
tive to closely monitor managers [50]. While the monitoring function of managers
may be the most critical task of board members [51], it is often neglected.

Calls for increased monitoring of management by the board of directors are
grounded, in part, in the need to monitor CEO behavior in particular. T. Boone
Pickens, Jr., for example, has claimed that the biggest problem facing corporate America
today is the lack of CEO ownership in the firms they serve [8]. Without ownership
interest in the firm, CEOs are subject to self-interested behavior, often at the expense
of shareholder interest. Pickens further argued that this "absence of financial risk is
inconsistent with the free-enterprise system" [8]. As a result, both CEOs and board
members should be required to maintain a financial interest in the firms they serve, in
order to attenuate self-interested behavior and apathy. Such self-interest may manifest
itself in the form of increased managerial salaries, extra staff, managerial shirking, and
perquisites ([13], [35]).

The Ownership-Performance Linkage

Agency theory assumes that managers (agents) are often motivated to maximize
their own utility, which often does not converge with that of the firm's owners ([17],
[23], [24], [29]). In the corporate form of organization, executives are those managers
with the power to direct the firm. and the owners are the body of shareholders. When
the agency problem exists, it is the owners of the firm who suffer the actions of the
agents who may overlook the maximization of the shareholders' wealth [32]. The most
obvious disadvantage of diffuse ownership, then, is the increased opportunity for mana
gerial opportunism, at the cost of firm performance [17].

While extant research has generated conflicting results concerning the impact of
ownership structure on firm performance, some support has been found for the
proposition that stronger links between organizational agents and firm ownership result
in improved firm performance. Krause [29], for example, found that among Fortune
500 firms, owner-controlled firms utilized their assets more efficiently, tended to grow
at faster rates, and achieved significantly higher raw and excess returns than those firms
under managerial control.

Additionally, Rumelt [46] found that in firms where CEOs perceive a strong con
nection between their personal financial stake in the firm and the wealth of the organi
zation, the :firm tends to be more profitable than when this linkage is absent. CEOs and
board members, however, generally own relatively small portions of outstanding shares
in the :firms they serve ([20], [22]). Absent this linkage, it is the shareholder who en
dures the decline in equity value, not the managers responsible for the decisions.
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As ownership in the inm increases, managers are less likely to behave in a man
ner which detracts from firm value maximization [24]. This necessarily occurs because
managers, then, bear the costs they incur when behaving in a manner which detracts
from the augmentation of corporate wealth [35]. While ownership in the firm does
not guarantee value maximization on the part of managers, it is certainly the more
likely and rational outcome. Such arguments are predicated on a convergence-of-inter
ests hypothesis [35].

Board members, in particular, may demonstrate a lack of concern regarding
management decisions because "they run virtually no personal risk for any amount of
complacency, cronyism, or outright neglect of their duties" [21]. In small firms this
problem is further intensified by the small retainers paid to directors. Compensation
paid for board service is so minimal as to provide little, if any, incentive to perform
directoral functions effectively. Directors serving on small firm boards receive, on
average, between $6,000 and $8,000 annually for their board service [38].

This situation may be further complicated in the small firm where control is a
critical issue for CEOs. Founder CEOs in particular are more apt to exert control
over firm operations, especially when personal financial interests are at issue ([6], [12],
[45]). These CEOs, then, are resentful when directors presume to question their abil
ity to effectively operate the firm. They prefer that the board not actively intervene
[38]. This insistence for overarching control, however, may be a primary contributor
to the ineffectiveness of founder-run companies [44].

In order to avoid the scrutiny of careful monitoring and evaluation of managerial
actions, CEOs in small corporations may select board members who are sympathetic
to the CEOs' opinions [6]. The implication is that only those who are wiIling.to "rub
ber stamp" decisions will be invited for board service. Such directors are likely to be
disinterested parties both unwilling and unable to serve as a necessary system of checks
and balances to ensure effective management of the firm [49] and the protection of
shareholder interests [52].

As a means for creating an incentive for directors to perform their monitoring
function, board reform critics have suggested directors maintain a financial interest in
the firms they serve. When directors own substantial portions of the firm's stock they
are personally affected by the decisions and actions of top management ([26], [28]).
It may, therefore, be particularly important for these individuals to possess large fi
nancial interests in the small corporation to effectively align personal and firm inter
ests. Owner/directors may be willing to challenge and constrain management when it
directly affects their financial situation [21].

Proponents of this theory include Muckley [36], Patton and Baker [40] and Pickens
([42], [43]). Their arguments include (1) the provision of strong leadership from some
one who owns large amounts of stock [40], (2) dignifying the positions these indi
viduals occupy through stock ownership [36]), and (3) the ability to relate to and act
more like stockholders ([42], [43]). The outcome of these positions is increased share
holder value. The theory, however, has failed to receive widespread empirical sup
port.
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Despite calls for increased ownership in firms, the extant research suggests a lack
of consensus for the proposition that increased ownership by organizational agents
improves corporate performance by reducing agency costs [50]. While theory would
suggest that if officers and directors own substantial amounts of stock in the compa
nies they serve the firms will perform better, the empirical evidence is equivocal.

Kesner [26], for example, examined this financial dependence perspective among
a sample of Fortune 500 companies. She found the amount of equity held by board
members to be significantly related to several measures of financial performance, when
controlling for industry growth. In low growth industries, board stockholdings were
unrelated to firm performance; however, in high growth industries firms performed
better when directors maintained a financial stake in the firm.

Alternatively, Chacko [8], in an examination of Fortune 500 firms, found "an utter
lack of interdependence between company performance and the level of stock hold
ings by top management:' Using net income and price/earnings ratio as dependent
variables, and controlling for company size, he found no systematic relationship between
management stock ownership and firm performance.

These mixed results may be attributable to the level of impact organizational agents
may exert in large, complex firms. Both examinations relied on samples of large firms.
As evidence of the need to examine smaller firms as well, several organizational
scholars have suggested that in larger organizations the ability of CEOs to impact firm
processes and outcomes may be constrained (e.g., [1], [14], [39]). It is in the smaller
firm where organizational agents may be less constrained in their ability to directly
impact firm actions. This study, then, examines the linkage between CEO and board
of directors equity ownership (and effective control of the corporation) and financial
performance in the context of the small corporation.

Much of the prescriptions aimed at improving the governance of corporations have
been directed at board of directors composition (Le., the inside/outside distinction).
Vance [49], however, suggested that financial commitment to the firm in the form of
stock ownership may have a greater influence on corporate performance than the in
side/outside director issue. As a result, the financial impact of stock ownership by
firm officers and directors is of interest to this study.

Maintaining control of the firm is a critical issue for CEOs of small firms.
Typically, the owner-manager uses the business as a means for satisfying both profes
sional and personal needs [38]. One means for exerting control is by holding the po
sition of CEO and board chairperson concurrently (CEO duality). To do otherwise
invites some risk of divided authority. To further entrench one's authority position,
then, the CEO would elect to hold substantial portions of the firm's stock, particu
larly in the case of a founder-CEO.

HI: There will be a positive association between the incidence of CEO dual
ity and CEO stock holdings.
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H2: There will be a positive association between founder-CEOs and CEO stock
holdings.

Presumably, officers and directors in the firm would have some faith in the
leadership of the organizations which they serve. As a consequence, these individuals
would view CEO holdings in the fIrm as a sign of the CEO's confIdence in his/her
ability to effectively manage the fIrm and in the viability of the frrm. Almost certainly
the CEO would not maintain a large financial stake in a failing flrID. This same
rationale may be more salient when the CEO elects to hold the position of board
chairperson as well.

H3: There will be a positive association between CEO stock holdings and
offIcer and director stock holdings.

H4: There will be a positive association between CEO duality and offIcer and
director stock holdings.

As previously suggested, CEO and offIcer and director stock ownership in the frrm
should serve to ameliorate self-interested behavior and align personal and frrm interests
to the direct fmandal benefIt of the owners of the frrm (shareholders). In line with
the convergence-of-interests proposition [35], it is expected that as ownership stakes
increase, firm performance will increase. This association will be particularly salient
in the small corporation where organizational agents are more able to impact firm
processes and outcomes. Morek, et al. [35], in particular, have called for research
which specifIcally considers this ownership/firm performance linkage in the small frrm.

H5: CEO stock ownership will be positively related to fIrm performance.

H6: OffIcer and director stock ownership will be positively related to flrID
performance.

Given the support presented in prior literature, all hypotheses have been presented
in the alternative form. Past works have provided sufficient guidance to suggest the
anticipated direction of the associations hypothesized.

Methods

Sample
A variety of defmitions of what constitutes a small business have been offered

(e.g., [1], [41]); however, d'Amboise and Muldowney [15] have suggested that the most
commonly accepted definition of the small business for research and reporting pur
poses is that the business employs no more than 500 and does not have sales which
exceed $20 million per year. This defmition, then, guided the selection of flrIDS for
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the purposes of this study. Indeed, the 186 firms included in this study constitute all
of the firms which meet this profIle.

The publicly traded small corporations were selected from Standard & Poor's
Reports: Over-the-Counter & Re&ional Exchan&es and Standard & Poor's Reports:
American Stock Exchan&e. These sources were chosen based upon their
comprehensiveness in reporting all corporations which fit the criteria for selection.
Corporations are required to file documents with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, and the data required to test the six hypotheses were available in these
volumes.

Variables
CEO Duality: CEO duality is a binary variable; either the CEO concurrently holds

the position of board chairperson or an independent individual holds this position. This
information was obtained from the Standard and Poor's Re&ister of Corporations.
Directors. and Executives (1990).

Founder-CEO: Information concerning whether the CEO was also the founder of
the corporation was determined through telephone interviews with representatives of
the sample firms. Typically, the secretary/receptionist was able to provide this
information. In some cases, however, the call was transferred to other parties (e.g.,
personnel office, public relations, office of the CEO) who were able to provide this
information. All firms contacted provided the requested information.

Stock Holdings: The level of common stock holdings was also provided in the
Standard & Poor's sources. Common stock holdings for both CEOs and officers and
directors of the firm were listed. Because the variable for officer and director holdings
includes those holdings by the CEO, CEO common stock holdings were subtracted from
this figure to obtain the aggregate common stock holdings of officers and directors of
the firm, excluding the CEO.

Performance Indicators: Chakravarthy [9] has suggested that there currently is no
agreement regarding the choice of an appropriate set of dependent variables to define
corporate performance. Furthermore, Bourgeois [5] has noted that the selection of any
given performance indicator creates a multiplicity of problems for the researcher, in
cluding quantification, dimensionality, validity, and universal acceptance. Selection of
anyone indicator, however, is likely to be deficient in capturing corporate performance
for any given sample of firms. Accordingly,othere have been several calls for the use
of multiple indicators of performance (e.g., [7], [11], [33], [47]). When relying on
performance as an outcome variable in examinations of small firms in particular, it is
critical to use multiple measures of performance [4]. Reliance upon any single perfor
mance indicator will likely result in ,a biased view given that small business ownerl
managers may operate based upon divergent goals.

Cochran and Wood [11] have noted that while any number of financial measures
of firm performance are available, such measures can be classified into two broad
categories: market measures and accounting measures. Both categories should be
included in performance studies. Consequently, three commonly relied indices of fi-
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nancial performance, capturing both categories, were used in this study: return on assets
(ROA), return on equity (ROE), and price/earnings ratio (pIE ratio). These data were
collected from Standard & Poor's Reports: Over-the-Counter and Recional Exchance
and American Stock Exchance.

Analyses
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were relied on to test hypotheses

one through four. These hypotheses suggest variables which are positively associated.
Correlation coefficients measure the degree to which variables move in association with
each other [10]; therefore, this statistical procedure provided an appropriate means to
test the fIrSt four hypotheses.

For hypotheses five and six we rely on canonical correlation. These hypotheses
each have three interrelated dependent variables (ROA, ROE, price/earnings ratio).
Accordingly, the relationship between the independent variable and the three
independent variables must be simultaneously assessed. Given that all variables for
hypotheses five and six are interval, canonical correlation is the appropriate analytical
technique. Because canonical correlation results can be subject to different
interpretations we will provide both simultaneous and separate analyses for the
dependent variables of hypotheses five and six.

Results

The six hypotheses consider the relationships between CEO duality, founder·CE~
CEO and officer and director stock ownership, and flOD performance. Hypothesis one
posits an association between CEO duality and amount of common stock holdings. A
pearson correlation provides support for this view (r=.18, p<.OI). Hypothesis two
suggests a similar relationship between the founder-CEO corporate structure and equity
holdings. The results indicate that this, too, is a viable hypothesis (r=.26, p<.OOl).

Hypothesis three suggests an association between CEO stock holdings and officer
and director stock holdings. Curiously, this association is not as hypothesized. The
results indicate an inverse relationship (r=-.25, p<.05). Interestingly, large blocks of
CEO equity are associated with lesser holdings by officers and directors. Hypothesis
four is opposite as well. It seems that CEO duality/independence structures are in
versely related to officer and director equity holdings (r=-.31, p<.01).

The fifth hypothesis suggests that the levei of CEO stock ownership will be posi
tively related to firm performance. Given that we rely on three dependent variables
to capture firm performance, we report here the results of a canonical correlation. Based
on this analysis, there is no support for this hypothesis while considering the depen
dent variables simultaneously (F=2.01, os), or separately (ROA, F=3.82, os; ROB,
F=.81, os; PIE Ratio, F=3.02, os).

The final hypothesis posits a relationship between levels of equity held by 0ffic
ers and directors and the financial performance of the firm. Once again in this case
we rely on three dependent variables. A canonical correlation analysis indicates DO
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support for this hypothesis either considering the dependent variables simultaneously
(F=.22, ns) or separately (ROA, F=.07, ns; ROE, F=.52, ns; PIE Ratio, F=.36, ns).

Discussion

The results are supportive of the tendency of CEOs, founder-CEOs in particular,
to maintain control positions in the firms they serve. Among the firms sampled, CEOs
holding the position of board chairperson and founder-CEOs both held higher levels
of stock in the firm. By maintaining both an authoritative and equity position in the
firm, CEOs decrease the likelihood of being challenged by the firm's officers and
directors.

The results of hypotheses three and four may not be inconsistent with this view.
From a control perspective (e.g., a CEO with large equity holdings or a dual CEO),
that other officers or directors hold substantial equity positions in the firm may be
interpreted as a threat Given this, one would not be surprised, for example, if a CEO
was not supportive of granting stock options to officers or directors. Failing this, a
CEO may be influential in keeping such options at a modest level.

The results are also supportive of Chacko's [8] findings that there exists no sig
nificant relationship between top management's stock holdings and corporate perfor
mance. Additionally, the results did not distinguish between accounting returns or the
market measure relied on in this study. One explanation may be that these measures
are arguably short-term in their orientation. Perhaps expanding the variety of perfor
mance dependent measures to include those that capture more of a long-term orienta
tion on the part of officers and directors of the firm would provide alternative results.
Expenditures for research and development or advertising, for example, are suggestive
of a long-term focus, as opposed to short-term indicators such as return on assets or
return on equity.

The inability to link financial dependence and fmn performance, based on agency
theory arguments, may be the result of "gaping holes in the theory from the begin
ning" [8]. The belief that increased stock holdings by organizational agents would
result in more careful management of the firm was based largely on conjecture and
speculation [8]. Perhaps, such prescriptions are ill-informed.

Drucker [18], for example, has noted the benefits of having professional manag
ers, as opposed to firm owners or family members, lead the corporation. He rejects
the notion that large-scale stock ownership is a necessary condition for proper man
agement of the firm. Chacko [8], in agreement with Drucker's observations, has noted
that:

A corollary to the theory is that the stockholder with the largest holding should
be seriously considered for the CEO's job. The qualities needed to lead the
business organization of the future have little to do with the talent to amass
and manage a huge personal fortune.
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Perhaps critics of professional management in the modem corporation have been
too harsh in their judgment of the quality of leadership a firm receives when someone
other than the owner is guiding the corporation. From the results of this study, it
would seem that those individuals hired to oversee firm operations do so equally well
regardless of the extent to which these individuals are financially tied to the firm.
Given the impact that organizational agents may exert on the small firm in particular,
these findings provide little promise for the dictate that the means for improving the
performance of the firm is through financial dependence. Rather, the issue appears to
be one of control.

Given that there are no financial gains which accrue when officers and directors
hold stock in their firms, such holdings may be representative of the desire of these
individuals to exert some control over firm operations. In the small firm in particular,
CEOs have demonstrated a tendency to maintain tight controls over firm operations
(e.g., [6], [13], [45]). Small firm owners have been less than enthusiastic when firm
outsiders presume to advise them on the management of their firms [38].

The unwillingness to accept advice includes the board of directors as well. CEOs
tend to prefer an inactive board of directors who is less likely to monitor managerial
actions ([2], [51]). Unfortunately, directors are often all too willing to accommodate
this managerial preference. Outside directors, in particular, often lack the incentive
or commitment to carefully monitor firm operations, especially CEO performance [19].

Additionally, a certain irony should be noted with respect to the board reform crit
ics calling for increased stock ownership on the part of board members. If, in fact,
board members did have an increased financial interest in the firm, it might be rea
sonably expected that their interests and those of the shareholders-the group they
presumably represent-might converge. At the same time, however, the notion of
"outside" direction would be lost. In general, one could hardly expect a director with
a large equity stake in the firm to be a dispassionate observer. It might also be dif
ficult to anticipate that a director would be independent of the very management which
provided this largess.

Future research in this area, then, may benefit from an increased emphasis on the
control dimension of stock ownership. It might be interesting, for example, to examine
the relationships among CEO equity holdings and commonly operationalized factors
in corporate control, e.g., CEO duality, board composition (proportion of outside di
rectors), and number of outside directors. Some interdependence among such factors
in absence of systematic relationships with financial performance-might be interpreted
as evidence of corporate control strategies.
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